Cluster it. Thread it. Analyze it.
Flexible Analytics Fit and
Support Your eDiscovery Workflows

iVIEW DATA VISUALIZER
Perform early case assessment: analyze the document collection
using iCONECT-XERA’s unique and flexible graphing tools.
Monitor review progress to control budgets and meet deadlines.

FACETED SEARCH
Slice the data for targeted views
Refine search filters - select available fields
with a click.

RELATED DOCUMENTS
Keep document families together
Locate and review related documents,
even documents that are identified as
related by third party eDiscovery applications.

APIs
Integrate your third-party technology into the iCONECT interface
Access your case management software from a tile on
the iCONECT dashboard.

DICTIONARY LOOK-UP
Take the guessing out of your
search process
Select search terms from actual words
present in the dataset that are related
to your query term.

Available with the iCONECT Analytics Engine
PREDICTIVE CODING
Use machine learning to
extend coding decisions
across data sets
Choose TAR 1.0 or the 2.0
continuous learning workflow
with issue identification to
quickly find case facts and
streamline document review.

INTELLIGENT BATCHING
Increase reviewer efficiency
Create precise review batches with the option to include email threads.

CLUSTERS
Uncover and analyze key ideas
within the dataset with no
human intervention
View and interact with concept
clusters using the mosaic graph.

DOCUMENT COMPARE
Learn the document history
Assess variations in near duplicates and
document versions by comparing
highlighted differences side-by-side.

DISTRIBUTED SAMPLE
Test data from across the concept clusters
Let the system create a statistical sample of documents from all clusters to
create a defensible control set.

MPLAR
Eliminate false positives and reduce system training time
Compile the perfect example document to teach the system what you
are looking for.

EMAIL THREADING

INCLUSIVE EMAIL ID

Understand communications
in context
Group and review emails by
conversation with associated
attachments.

Eliminate review redundancy
Review only the final email in
a conversation thread.

NEAR DUPLICATES

CONCEPTUALLY SIMILAR

Increase coding consistency
Gather and review multiple
document versions together.

Find documents that contain the same
concepts even when they don’t
contain the same words.
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#aLegacyReborn
Contact iCONECT for more information.
www.iconect.com | info@iconect.com | 1-855-915-8888
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